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White Terns Gygis alba 
Other name: Fairy Tern 

 

The White Tern is relatively small tern (length 30 cm, wingspan 78 cm). Male and 

female adults have snow-white plumage. A narrow ring of black surrounds the orbit 

and emphasises the dark coloured eye. White Terns are inquisitive little birds, so it is 

not rare for walkers on the east part of Ascension Island to find White Terns hovering 

overhead, carrying out an inspection. In this situation, the wings of the tern are quite 

translucent, thus accentuating the overall delicacy of this graceful bird (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A White Terns Gygis alba flying overhead at Powers Point, Ascension Island, 

South Atlantic in 2009. Photo T. Giles. 

 

The voice consists of a series of grunts and squeaks. The bill is black. The feet are 

short and black (Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. A White Tern Gygis alba in a Gum tree Eucalyptus camaldulensis on the Green 

Mountain Road, Ascension Island, South Atlantic 2004. Photo D. Foley. 
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A single egg is usually laid the egg is cream in colour with dark lines and spots. Eggs 

are laid between December and March on bare ledges on cliffs a few (< 50 pairs) are 

laid, with no formally constructed nest, on the branch of the Gum tree Eucalyptus 

camaldulensi (Figure 3). 

 

 
 
Figure 3. A White Terns Gygis alba nesting in a Gum tree Eucalyptus camaldulensis on the 

Green Mountain road, Ascension Island, South Atlantic 2004. Photo D. Foley. 

 

White terns can be seen at any time of the year, but individuals leave Ascension after 

breeding and young birds, like the young of Sooty Terns, may spend years away from 

the Island. Half the population (700 pairs) breed on Boatswain Bird Island (BBI) 

cliffs. Their numbers are difficult to census. The remainder breed on inland cliffs on 

the southwest side of Green Mountain close to Middletons (200 pairs), on the west 

side of Weatherpost (150 pairs), cliffs opposite BBI and north of Spire Beach (60 

pairs) and numerous other small groups on the eastern side of the island. 
 

The total population of White Terns on Ascension is reported at 2,600 pairs but this is 

probably an overestimation and 1,500 pairs is closer to the mark. 

 

The most convenient site to observe White Terns during their breeding season is 

under the Gum trees at the zigzags on the road to Green Mountain or at all times of 

the year on the cliffs around Powers Peak and Spire Beach. 
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